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http://ees.elsevier.com/polar/Editorial‘‘Continuation is our strength’’, this phrase by the late Emeritus Professor Masayoshi Murayama from the National
Institute of Polar Research (NIPR) characterizes the steady scientific progress obtained from the Antarctic Research
Expeditions. To realize a leap forward in our steady progress, NIPR decided to publish a regular scientific journal
‘‘Polar Science’’ with Elsevier as our partner. At the beginning of the International Polar Year 2007e2008,
‘‘Polar Science’’ is determined to contribute to the next 50 years of polar science, together with the international
community, especially all Asian and Southern Hemisphere colleagues.Scope of JournalPolar Science is an international, peer-reviewed and quarterly journal. It is dedicated to provide original research ar-
ticles for sciences related to the polar regions of the Earth and other planets. Polar Science has basically 12 disciplines
listed below; they cover most aspects of space, earth, and life sciences. Those articles should attract interests of broad
polar science communities, not limiting to interests of those who work under specific research subjects. space and upper atmosphere physics  marine earth science
 atmospheric science/climatology  geomorphology/Cenozoic-Quaternary geology
 glaciology  meteoritics
 oceanography/sea ice studies  terrestrial biology
 geology/petrology  marine biology
 solid earth geophysics/seismology  animal ecology
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